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When you take
a walk, go out
to eat, or run
errands, you
may have
company.

of photos or video (sometimes
taken out of context), and your
actions will be documented. There are certain re-

or videotaped while on the job if you work in a

strictions on this covert activity. The “spy” can’t

public place.

come on to your property to take footage, and
they are prohibited from using enhanced camera

Physical surveillance is not the only tool insur-

equipment to peer into your home from afar,

ance companies employ. Social networking sites

such as telephoto lenses. There are circumstances

often do the hard work for them. Some people

in which there is an implied expectation of pri-

display a lot of information on Facebook and

vacy on your property that they are not allowed

Twitter in various forms. Insurance companies

to breach—for instance, a 6-foot-high fence en-

will gladly take the guise of friends and follow-

compasses your backyard.

ers to harvest a bounty of alleged evidence.

But public settings are fair game. When you take

Honesty is the best policy to combat insurance

a walk, go out to eat, or run errands, you may

surveillance. If you don’t exaggerate your claim,

have company. You can even be photographed

you generally have nothing to worry about. ■
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washing
our
hands
workers’
comp benefits?
I GOT LYME DISEASE FROM A
TICK BITE AT WORK. CAN I
RECEIVE

OF THE WHOLE THING
Recently, researchers from Michigan State University stealthily observed the hand-washing habits of nearly 4,000 people in

Lyme disease is a

public restrooms. The results were not pristine.

bacterial infection
transmitted by deer

Sixty-seven percent of restroom users washed their hands with

ticks. After a bite

soap (sounds OK…seemingly), 23 percent merely wet their

from an infected

hands (not so good), and 10 percent didn’t wash their hands at all

tick, you may ex-

(yikes). Besides soap, another key to cleanliness is the amount of

perience a flu-like

time spent washing our hands. The recommended time is 15–20

symptoms and a

seconds, but roughly 95 percent of the “participants” failed to

circular skin rash.

reach that benchmark. Those who deemed hand-washing as

If left untreated,

worth their trouble averaged a paltry six seconds.

the infection could
lead to problems with the joint, heart, and nervous system.

When washing hands, it is advisable to also scrub with soap

Fortunately, most cases of Lyme disease can be treated with

between the fingers, on the backs of hands, and under the nails

antibiotics.

(by scratching a soaped-up palm). Thoroughly dry your hands
and use a paper towel, if available, as a germ shield when you

The best way to prevent Lyme disease is to avoid tick-in-

push open the bacteria-infested door upon exit.

fested areas. Unfortunately, this is not possible for everyone.
If your job requires you to work outdoors, particularly in

The Centers for Disease Control says that “hand-washing is

wooded or grassy areas, you may be exposed to ticks on a

the most effective thing one can do to reduce the spread of in-

regular basis. This is mainly a risk for the following workers:

fectious disease.” It seems a lot of germs are resting easy these
days. ■

• Construction
• Forestry
• Gardeners
• Landscapers
• Land surveyors
• Oilfield workers
If you believe you have developed Lyme disease as a result
of your job, you may be entitled to NJ workers’ compensation benefits. These benefits can help pay for your medical
expenses and missed time from work. If you have permanent
damage from your illness, you may also be entitled to a cash
settlement. ■
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4 workers’ comp
myths

YOU SHOULDN’T BELIEVE

Where would you turn if you had legal questions? Maybe you’d
ask a family member or friend. Or maybe you’d do a Google
search.
During your research process, you may run into a lot of confusing
terminology and conflicting information. This is particularly true
when it comes to Workers’ Compensation law. How do you know
what to believe?
Manfred Ricciardelli breaks down four common workers’ comp
myths:
1. Myth: Your employer’s insurance company will always take
care of you.
Fact: Insurance companies rarely have your best interest in
mind. After you report a work accident, the insurance company
will try to limit how much money they pay you, either directly
or through medical benefits. A workers’ comp lawyer can help
ensure that you get all of the compensation you deserve.
2. Myth: You can be fired for filing a Workers’ Comp claim.
Fact: Legally, your employer cannot fire or retaliate against
you for filing a Workers’ Comp claim. If this happens, your
employer is violating your rights as an injured worker. You
may want to speak with a Workers’ Compensation attorney for
help.

what else?

August
update:
With school getting back in

session, our firm encourages

3. Myth: If the accieveryone to use extra caution
dent was your fault,
when you are out and about.
you cannot receive
Please slow down and follow
Workers’ Comp
posted speed limits, be aware
benefits.
of crosswalks, and give school
Fact: New Jersey
buses plenty of room to
has a “no-fault”
navigate. Keep our children safe!
approach when it
comes to Workers’
Compensation law. This means that you are entitled to benefits even if your accident or exposure is your fault.
4. Myth: Workers’ Compensation is only for people who can
never go back to work.
Fact: You do not need to be permanently disabled to be
eligible for Workers’ Comp benefits. In fact, most injured
workers return to the same job they had before their accident. Workers’ Compensation provides you with medical
benefits and pay for lost wages during your time out of
work. If you have a permanent loss of function from the accident, you may also be entitled to a cash settlement.
Applying for Workers’ Compensation benefits is a complicated
process. There are barriers built into the system that make it
difficult for the average person to represent themselves. An experienced work injury lawyer can help. ■

Manny and his family recently went to see a Yankee game.
Check out some of the photos!
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OF JAYWALKING FOR NJ PEDESTRIANS

OF JAYWALKING FOR NJ PEDESTRIANS
Recently, a mother was
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King
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said the mom and child “suddenly” appeared in front of
him. He hit his brakes, but he couldn’t stop in time.
After investigating the accident, police believe that the pedestrian did not cross in the crosswalk. Since the driver was going
After investigating the accident, police believe that the pedesthe speed limit of 25MPH, it seems that this NJ car crash was
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While drivers have the obligation not to hit pedestrians, jaywalking puts you at increased risk for serious injury or even

death. It is best to use crosswalks whenever possible. Before
death. Ityou
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to still
use look
crosswalks
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possible.
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have drivers
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will
look
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the right of way.
Legally, pedestrians in New Jersey are required to use crosswalks
whenever
available.
If youJersey
are hurt
an accident
while
Legally,
pedestrians
in New
areinrequired
to use
crossjaywalking, you may think you are unable to recover your
walks whenever available. If you are hurt in an accident while
damages. However, it’s possible that the driver was distracted,
jaywalking, you may think you are unable to recover your
texting, speeding, or intoxicated at the time of the accident. If
damages. However, it’s possible that the driver was distracted,
the driver is partially at fault for your accident, you may have a
texting, speeding, or intoxicated at the time of the accident. If
right to compensation for your injuries.

the driver is partially at fault for your accident, you may have a
right to compensation
injuries.
Determining
liability for afor
NJyour
pedestrian
accident can be extremely difficult. It’s best to hire an experienced NJ personal
Determining
injury
lawyer forliability
help. ■for a NJ pedestrian accident can be ex-

tremely difficult. It’s best to hire an experienced NJ personal
injury lawyer for help. ■
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